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Abstract— This application provides a multi-application and 

light weight user interface for the devices used in hand held 

applications. The user interface provided requires no user 

training and can be accessible by a wide range of users. The 

simple and practical approach of the design is ideally suited 

for the Indian context. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The main goal of the User Interface (UI) for the hand held 

device is to make the user interaction as simple and efficient 

as possible with the focus on user’s experience and 

interaction. For an operator with the present context it’s very 

hard to handle the huge data inflow during operation. 

Therefore the challenge here was to develop an interface to 

withstand the huge data inflow and also to have a quick and 

easy interface to operate the device. The user interface 

makes the device easy, efficient and enjoyable to operate. 

The operator needs to provide a minimum input to achieve 

the desired output. The concept of user interface facilitates 

effective component user interface design and realization 

using extended component-based software architecture. 

The user interface must be flexible enough to be 

adapted to individual user’s special needs. Users should 

receive feedback adapted to their special needs. The user 

interface should be developed according to recognized 

standards for usability. Printed output will be in a clear and 

strong inked font. The user interface is an increasingly 

important aspect of a product that is often at least as 

important as the functionality in determining its success. In 

this application much work has been done on designing for 

usability and to to develop a configurable and reusable 

application which can fit in as a user interface in any of the 

hardware with internet of things (IOT) applications. 

Hand held devices are used in applications such as 

retail outlets, transport operators, credit card transactions, 

industries and other applications were user is required to do 

a transaction or exchange information. 

II. USER APPLICATION INTERFACE 

The main aim of the user interface module is to provide an 

easy and efficient application to operate the device. This 

module takes the input from the user through a keypad, 

displays the appropriate messages in the LCD to educate the 

user on the further process and display screens requested by 

the user. Use the LED and Buzzer on the device to have the 

user a UX experience to understand certain tasks quickly. At 

last a printer to print the desired receipt or token for the user 

to view the transaction and any history he wants to validate, 

the printer prints in the template format and a new template 

can be added easily to facilitate a new application. The 

application software on top of the hardware is a gateway 

between user and the controller. 

III. FUNCTIONALITIES OF UI MANAGER 

UI manager provides following functionalities 

A. Abstraction 

Abstraction is providing only the essential information to 

other modules All the modules in the UI manager are 

abstracted from other modules by providing only the 

necessary API’s to access.  

LCD module is abstracted from other modules by 

having a common API to display any required message on 

lcd screen. The Lcd manager then takes care or manages 

when to display them on lcd. Displaying the right screen at 

the right time is the main function of the Lcd manager and 

this is achieved by a background task which monitors the 

lcd states set by different modules. Thus other modules have 

no direct control on the Lcd manager. 

Keypad manager is also abstracted in a similar 

manner with the key read function being the abstracted API 

to scan the key pressed and return the value of the key 

pressed. Some of the other API’s require key press time for 

the device inactivity state. Therefore the keypad manger 

makes only those variables and APIs accessible which are 

required for the modules. Other modules like printer, led and 

buzzer achieve similar abstraction layer. Power manger 

doesn’t require any abstraction layer since the battery states 

are fetched by the UI manager from the power module, the 

status is continuously updated at regular intervals. It holds 

good even for the GSM signal strength display on the lcd. 

B. Modularity 

Modularity is the ability of the program to separate the 

functionality of a program into independent, interchangeable 

modules that is divided into a set of functional units that can 

be composed into a larger application. The design is in such 

a way that all the functionalities are separated into modules 

which are independent. 

C. Encapsulation 

Encapsulation is similar to abstraction and is tightly related. 

Encapsulation is hiding the implementation details which 

may or may not be for generic or specialized behavior(s). 

Abstraction is providing a generalization. Encapsulation in 

this project is to hide the values or state of the data 

preventing direct access from the other modules. Variables 

in a module are prevented from direct access by making 

them static local and preventing other modules to access 

them until an API is provided from the UI manager. This 

helps to have a control on the value of the variables and 

provides secured and reliable operation. 

D. Configurability 

Application which can be used on different platforms is said 

to be configurable. The core system consists of number of 

packages and the libraries. It is possible to enable or disable 

entire packages, as well as to manipulate configuration 

options within these packages. It is also possible to add new 

packages to the system. There will be a configurable 
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parameter with a value when changed changes the 

configuration. Thermal printer is configurable with a 

configure parameter to various printing styles. The 

templates for each style are also defined in the configurable 

file with the font, number of lines and justification for each 

line of the template. 

The configuration parameters to be changed are the 

font, number of lines and justification in each predefined 

template. A new printing template can be added by adding a 

new template style and defining its configuration 

parameters. Similarly LCD can be configured by having 

different screens to display. This screen based display 

enables other applications to easily access the lcd display. 

The screens can be configured by specifying x and y 

positions and the characters to be displayed. To add a new 

screen the user just need to change a configuration 

parameter and specify the content to be displayed for that 

particular screen. 

LED and Buzzer are configured by changing the 

duty cycle and number of cycles. Therefore the 

configuration parameters are on-time, off time and the 

number of cycles. 

IV. USER OPERATIONS 

User input for the device is through the key pressed from the 

keypad. The keypad consists of 30 keys with alphanumeric 

and some special keys. Each key pressed from the user is 

scanned through the I2C channel. The key value pressed is 

obtained in two ways based on the application requirement. 

Output for the user operations  by the following tasks. 

The LCD module provides implementation of functions for 

display information. LCD supported resolution is 64 x 128. 

The LCD module is connected to Microcontroller via GPIO 

lines. The LCD design operates in following two modes.  

Command mode – controls the LCD parameters 

like choosing the Co-ordinates, adjusting the contrast, 

selecting the display modes (inverting mode, Normal mode 

etc)  

Data mode – values that set or clears the pixel.  

Thermal printer with a printing speed of 60 

mm/sec, can print logo/barcode and is used for the following 

purposes. 

 Fetch the ticket transaction details from the given 

memory location. 

 Prints the transaction log from the given memory 

location. The records are fetched from the Flash 

memory by the record manager. 

 Print the transaction logs which were uploaded to 

the server. 

 Buzzer is used for alerts and bicolor LED is used 

for charging indication, successful and 

unsuccessful transaction indication. 

Menu Operations are designed in such a way that the user 

should get into any menu option with a maximum of three 

iterations or on three key presses which makes the user 

experience much more reliable and lighter. Meanwhile the 

options in the menu screen are minimal to have an easy 

recognition for the user. 

Menus are configured as screens with each sub menu 

screens linked with the main menu and the supporting 

actions for the items chosen 

V. CONCLUSION 

The User interface provided for the ticketing application is 

configurable for various modes of ticketing transport modes. 

The design is simple and efficient with the focus on user 

experience and interaction. The application provides 

abstraction, modularity, encapsulation and configurability.  

The application software can be used specific for 

other applications using internet of things and making it 

more intuitive. The application finds it major applications on 

devices which facilities configurable multi modes of 

operation. Future focuses might be on understanding 

familiar interface elements for larger user context to make it 

much simpler for different kinds of users. 
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